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country to summer the cattle in. We need to get into a 
higher elevation and get away from the valley entirely. 
Although modernization has helped us with vaccines 
and fire repellants and everything else so that we can 
keep cattle down here in the valley, it is still better to 
get them up out of the elements of the hot, dry climate 
into the lush green meadows. Cattle do better and the 
feed's better there. The calving season would start around 
the 15th of January and last 'til probably the 15th of 
June. We have a long season here because we're unable 
to control the bulls, so you could actually say that the 
first of the year is when we start having calves. The cat
tle are grazing, mostly taking care of themselves, through 
the months of January, February, and March; they're 
on their own. All we do is put out a little supplemental 
feed and see that they're tended to. That's the cycle of 
the winter. If the calves were all born in January, they 
would be three months old in the spring, but of course 
they're not. They're being born in that period of time, 
and our job is to do general ranch work and look after 
the cows. In the wintertime we clean up the ranch. 

By the end of March we have to start thinking about 
putting the bulls out, getting the cattle branded and 
ready for the summer, and getting ready to go to the 
summer range. Then it's a matter of bringing them from 
the winter range down to the jumping-off point here at 
Olancha and getting them ready to go to the mountains. 
By June everything is branded and everything is shipped 
down the valley. We used to trail them down, but it's 
strictly a truck deal now. In June we start irrigating the 
meadows and spreading water. It's hay time and irri-
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gating time, and the cattle are being readied for the 
mountains. From the 20th of June to the 1st of July, that's 
the time when we trail up to the summer country. We 
have to go up there, take care of them in the summer 
and fix fence and spread salt and take general care of 
the cattle. Of course, there always has to be somebody 
in the valley taking care of the cattle here, and it's the 
same procedure as it would be in the mountains. 

Then in the fall of the year, we're gathering the cattle, 
bringing them out, and getting them ready to sell and 
ship to market. That's the time we wean the calves and 
save the heifer calves to put back in the bunch and clean 
up the cows. We sell all the old cows and the dry cows 
and keep our bunch cleaned up to continue our opera
tion. Generally we always gather here at the ranch by 
the first of October. And generally all the calves are 
shipped someplace by the first of November. The cows 
that are left are all trailed back up to the winter range, 
and the cycle starts over again. 

tWe have a hybrid cattle, a cross beween an Angus 
and a Hereford. Years ago the whole valley had pre
dominantly what they call short-horned or Durham cat
tle. From then on, each rancher, according to his prefer
ence, started bringing in a lot of Hereford cattle. My 






